PLANTING LAYOUT

ADJUST ANY WATER REUSEY RIG SO EMITTERS DO NOT REST IN STAKES OR OSSUINS.

INSERT VERTICAL STAKES JUST OUTSIDE THE ROOT BALL (1/4"

ALLOW TREE STAKING SYSTEM TO DEPENETRATE IN PLACE

TREE PLANTING DETAIL - PLAN

NO SCALE

TREE PLANTING DETAIL - ELEVATION

NO SCALE

VINE AND SHRUB PLANTING DETAIL

NO SCALE

GENERAL NOTES

1. SPECIFICATIONS GEORGIA STANDARD CURB AND CURB BONE AND SUPPLEMENTS THEREOF.
2. SEE SPECIAL CONDITIONS 700 AND 702 FOR PLANTING REQUIREMENTS.
3. SEE PLANS SHEETS FOR THE LOCATION OF THE PERIMETER CENTRAL ISLAND LANDSCAPING.
4. THE DESIGNER MAY SPECIFY ALTERNATE PLANT MATERIALS WITH prior review and approval by the office of maintenance. Alternate materials are approved, they will be described elsewhere in the plans.
5. THIS DETAIL CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO PROJECT PLANS AFTER THE DEPARTMENT AGREED TO THE TECHNICAL RIGHT OF WAY WORK AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT.
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CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

ROUNDABOUT LANDSCAPING DETAILS

NO SCALE
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